Let the set C in the Euclidean space of.n dimensions be closed, symmetric under reflection in the origin, and convex. The portion of the surface of the unit ball lying in C is shown to decrease in (the uniform) surface measure when C is replaced by AC, the image of C under any linear transformation A with norm no greater than one. Some cases of equality are discussed, and an application is given.
1. Introduction. We prove that the hypersurface area of the intersection of a convex symmetric set Cs£" (C= -C) with the unit sphere S decreases when we shrink C. Precisely, let /* be the uniform surface measure on S and let A .En-*En be a linear transformation of norm <1. (The norm of A, denoted \\A\\, is given by \\A\\ =sup{Ux| :xeS},and |_y|2=2 }'«•) Theorem 1. If C is closed, convex, and symmetric about 0, then
H(ACr\S)<ii{Cr\S).
A simple geometric argument proves Theorem 1 in the two-dimensional case. First let C be an infinite strip L meeting S in /U(-/), the union of a symmetric pair of arcs (see Figure 1 ). Since the width of AL is no greater than that of L, fi(ALnS)^fi(LnS).
Next assume C is a polygon. Then CnS may be expressed as the union of a finite collection of symmetric pairs of arcs fjt -1}. For each j let L, be the symmetric strip such that LjrtS=IjKj( -lj) (see Figure 2 ). Since || A || ^ 1, the part of C contained in the open unit ball B plays no role (that is, ACr\S-A(C^~B)r\S).
The remainder of C is contained in the union Figure 1 of the strips L,((C~fi)£ U L,). Therefore, ACr\S^ U (AL^S) so fi(AC n S) ^ ^(U (XL, nS))^T i^al, n S) < 2 ML, n S) = 2M'yU (-/,.))= MC ns).
In the general case, a bounded C is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of convex symmetric polygonsP". Thus n(ACC\S)^fi(APnC\S)?z fi(PnnS)->-fi(Cr\S) as n-*-co. If C is unbounded, C must be a line, a strip or the whole plane.
In the case n^3 we could not find a geometric argument. Indeed, for n-3 the convex symmetric hull of a triangle lying outside S offers difficulty. The result is strengthened in Theorem 2 and the case of equality is discussed. An application to probability distributions is given in §4, extending results appearing in [1] , [2] , and [3] .
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2. Proof of Theorem 1. We make use of the following corollary of a theorem of Anderson [1] (see Sherman's interesting paper [4] ). Let /i>/2=0 be even, bounded, and integrable on E", such that {.v:/,(x)^a} is convex for each a. Then for xeEn,f1*f2(tx) is a nonincreasing function of f>0.
We can take C compact. Since C is a decreasing limit of closed convex symmetric polyhedra, we can take C to be an arbitrary such polyhedron. Note that tp, is C°° and ^(x)^c.(x) as e->0 (unless xedC; but Ja(3Cn5)= 0 as C is a polyhedron) so wE(/)->-t/(A). Therefore it suffices to show that «E(A)^0. We put ip(x) = q:£(DJ1x) and write u't(X) = -A-1! Xlp^d[t(x).
•Is dxjĈ onsider now Xjj*W< where B is the unit ball. It follows from the corollary to Anderson's theorem that has its maximum at the origin. •'s 3x, 3 . A stronger result and some cases of equality. Theorem 1 implies that for a (not necessarily closed) convex symmetric set C, fi{C n S) = fi(C° nS) + nidC n 5) > ^(^C n 5).
In Theorem 2 we show that ju(dCnS) is not needed for nontrivial A (even though ^(CnS) may be 0). Theorem 2. If\\A\\^l but A is not orthogonal, then (1) fi(AC O S) < fx{C° n S). where %t denotes the indicator function of DtC. We show that as t/ 1> Xi-^-Xc«r\s almost everywhere in 5. By symmetry restrict attention to the half-space H={x\x1>0}. There are four cases. If (i) xeC°C\H then %t(x)-+\ as t/1. If (ii)x£0Cn//but i)"x£(Tfor a>l (i.e., x belongs to the "upper boundary" of C) then yCons{x)=0=xi (x) for ?<1. Two cases remain: (iii) xedCr\H and D1+txedC for small e>0 (i.e., xsHnLx, where Lx is the "lateral boundary" of C) and (iv) xedCdH and D1+cxeC°f or small e>0 (i.e., xe//nL2, where L2 is the "lower boundary" of C). In (iii) the projection of Lj into //0={x|x1=0} lies in the boundary of the projection of C into H0, so J«(//nL1n5)=0.
Finally, fi(Hr\L2(~\S)=0 by the following lemma, since Lt is the graph of a convex function.
Lemma. If G<^E" is the graph of a nonnegative convex function then jx(GC\S)=0. The case of equality in (1) has not been settled. In two dimensions it is easy to show from the geometric argument that strict inequality holds unless A€r\S-LCT\S up to a set of ,u-measureO, for some orthogonal L. In the special case ||/1||<1, equality holds in (1) 5. Extension to radial measures. Let v be a radial Borel measure on En. That is, v(E)=v{LE) for every Borel set E and orthogonal transformation L. For any positive definite 2 :En-*En define vz(E) = v(L-1/2E) (21/2 can be any square root of 2 since v is radial). Theorem 2 easily gives the following result.
Theorem 3. If C is convex, symmetric, and f/22-2X is positive semidefinite with 2l5*22 then v^C^v^iC0).
